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Abstract-The utilization of mobile device and wireless
networks tremendously alters our way of living. As
with the brilliant security, access methods and effective
ways, still people face various challenges to protect
their data which carry in these apparatuses. The
significant part comes under the trouble because it
should be unsalable and not feasible for opponents to
decrypt the information. The cryptography is effective
for genuine users and reduces the battery drain. This
paper recommends the data encryption. Data handling
acts as a double stream of bit, the encryption that is
known as self technique of individuals able to create a
keystream by collecting the bits casually from the
stream. Users can choose the bits length as per their
needs by considering the security. Afterwards, the bit
stream is encoded and saved in the portable devices as
a cipher text form. This process makes the computation
impossible to get the real data from cipher text form
while maintaining the time and space.
Keywords: Encryption, Random number, Padding,
Complexity.
I. Introduction
The current industry requires such kind of network that is
capable to exchnage the information along with the highest
security and reduction package. these both tings are
essential for data storage and time for the tranmission of
information. This task is completed by two methods encryption and compression and it is known as
“Compression Crypto-System”. Now, move on the the
technique of encryption which is a secure way of coding
adn data compression too. It’s main aim is to decrease the
space needs for storing the data and time for compression
technique. In the proposed system - data security is
frequently utilzied the encryption system that is private key
and encoded strong. Then, it is produced by a model from
the string symbols which comes from an input and
constructed on an arithmetic coding [1] [2].
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Encryption is a mechanism by which a message is
transformed so that only the sender and recipient can see.
For instance, imagine Alice needs to transmit a personal
message to Bob, and then first of all she has to know the
public key of Bob. Anybody can easily get his public key
and he can send a message across the network without
considering anything. When Alice achieves the Bob’s
public key, then start encoding the data by using this key
and send to the bob. Afterwards, Bob gets the message and
decrypts it by utilizing his private key. [3]

Figure 1: Simple Encryption Process
II. DATA SECURITY
Standard cryptography was capable to offer the security for
information which is sent over the different channels
where few things were imaginable like snooping and
message capture. If sender wants to transmit the cipher and
encryption key so it can give directly to the receiver,
otherwise, transmit it in an indirect way (courier). This
process is comparatively slow but channel is secure. Those
messages sent in cipher text form so these are insecure
over the channels.
Whereas modern cryptography designed to
protect the sent data over the electronic lines which is at
tremendous speed or it can stored in the computers. This
mechanism works on two major principles – Secrecy and
Authenticity. The term secrecy or privacy is necessary to
protect the data from unauthorized individuals and
authenticity is to avoid from the unlawful alterations of
data. [4]
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Everybody requires such kind of solution in data protection
system which is efficient because it directly affects the
upcoming generation’s computing [10] and the usage of
mobile device in original networks [5]. The enhancement
of critical data and government policies needs enduring the
retention of information to the storage security [15].
At the time of life cycle of data, users can notice
several attack points that are genuine. Earlier, thre are
various researchers put thier efforts to do better int his
stream. As the entire repots and works, the author miss the
finest and commendable achivements in network file
system. Inspite of that, the author can easily describe the
chart of current progression activity in the services of
security for data storage protection in terms of distributed
things. While in the entire life journey, the data should be
secured.
Verification and endorsement ate the most
essential things in various systems of data security [13].
Usually, authentication can be developed via various
methods like – digital signatures, passwords, MAC which
stands for Message Authentication Code. Individuals can
achieved the authorization by certificates, access control
and much more. Availability is really significant to prevent
from the risks like – system crash or can say that DOS
(Denial of Service). The classic solution can create
duplicate backups. Therefore, duplication moves towards
the cost enhancement due to maintenance aspect.
The main aim of data security is to protect from
those people who are not authorized to modify the data.
Privacy is simply get via encryption during the data
integrity which is done by the MAC or digital signatures.
At the time of transmission, the information can be secured
by SSL [9] and IPSec [12] protocols. For now, the security
of data storage can be simply achieved by the schemes of
user encryption. The variety of cipher schemes are
introduced specifically for this aim which includes latest
designs [7]. For being vigorous against the analysis of
cryptography, key sharing [11] and management [24] are
the most sever sections in the framework. Keep the process
under the special attention during saving, eliminating and
archiving the key things. Now, move towards next step,
which is the key recovery system that helps users to
decrypt the message which is in the form of cipher text
under various conditions [6].
The main purpose of this project is to know about
the scheme of robust stream cipher and explore the various
flexible keystream creation techniques. In addition, high
security management approach of keystream. People can
read the detailed informtaion about this project in the
upcoming section.
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III. ENCRYPTION
The foremost component of encryption or decryption
program development is the creation of key. Now,
cryptography contains lots of applications that are
commercial. If individuals want to secure their confidential
data, cryptography offers a protective shield of a supreme
level to various people and groups as well. The goal of this
technique is not only offer security but, it can also able to
give the perfect solutions to various other issues.
Cryptography is a brilliant mechanism that
permits the information to be transmitted securely and only
receiver can decrypt the data.
The research on
cryptography is continuously goes and algorithms are
introduces. Hence, this is not an easy way to search the
finest algorithm for it. The reason behind that, users are
well-known about the important factors such as protection,
algorithm features, and time and space complexities.

Figure 2: representing conventional encryption

Encryption Approach Used
These days, individuals use the approach of symmetric
encryption which is divided into two sections –
● Block Cipher Symmetric Cryptography
● Stream Cipher Symmetric Cryptography
But, mostly select first one which is block cipher due to its
high efficiency and security reasons. It this technique, here
is a common key among the transmitter and receiver which
is termed as private key. The concept of this key is just
altering the message into encoded text called cipher text by
utilizing the private key where this text is decrypted by
same private key into plane text. The encryption key is
trivially related to the decryption key, in that they may be
identical or there is a simple transform in the dual keys.
Basic concept of symmetric cryptography is shown in
figure 2 [8].

Figure 3: Symmetric Encryption
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To decrypt the data and log files, transparent data
encryption is used. This technique use a DEK which means
Database Encryption Key and stored in the record of
database boot for accessibility while retrieval. This termed
as an Asymmetric key that is protected by a certificate and
available in the master database. Transparent encryption is
capable to secure the log and data files. This technology
encrypts the data into hard disk and various backup media.
It can also provide high level security to table, columns
which is the files of database and generally saved in the
CDs or floppy disks. This mechanism is utilized by
Microsoft SQL server 2008 for decoding the information
of database.
It encodes the data before it is inscribed on disk
and decode before it is returned to the application. This
process of cryptography is performed at the layer of SQL
which is transparent to the applications and subsequent
backups of database files to the disk. [16]
IV. VARIOUS KINDS OF ENCRYPTION
The information will be showed as several symbols, letters
and numbers depend on the encryption type. Those
individuals work in the field of cryptography can make
their job in it or to encrypt the data/ break codes to get the
encoded message.
Manual Encryption
It is a kind of encryption that usually involves the
utilization of encryption software. These are the programs
which are computerized to encrypt the data in bit forms
digitally. Users can completely participate in manual
encryption. First of all, choose a file which user wants to
encrypt and then select the kind of technique as per the
security system abilities.
Transparent Encryption
This is another kind of software in encryption
method. Individuals can download it in their computer
systems to start the encryption technique and accomplish
the work via automatic procedure. It is termed as one of
the secured software I this stream due to its memory.
Manual encryption forgot the things sometimes but it
doesn’t take any chance to leave anything.
Symmetric Encryption
Entire encryption technique is accomplished by a
well-structured software program. The easiest way to do
this work is “Symmetric encryption”. In this way, a letter/
number/ symbol overlap with another symbol/ letter in the
code. Users can pick any written text and then put another
letters and numbers for the coded part.
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receiving. Asymmetric encryption is done in an electronic
way. The public key is provided by those ones who want to
send something in any place which is visible to all. By
encrypting the data using the key is after transit the users.
Frequently this thing is done by emails. [17]
V. LITERATURE REVIEW
The major issues of todays way of communicating is
depend on few things – security, speed, and size of content.
This paper introduced the basic concepts of data
compression and encryption. Let’s, starts with the first
section which concentrates on the creation of cryptography
and data compression. After that, the author focuses on the
compression cryptosystem. At last, this technique is
discussed on the initials of encryption and compression of
data. First of all, the data is compressed to reduce its size
and then enhance the transfer rate of data. Afterwards, the
compressed data is encoded to offer the security.
Therefore, the proposed technique of author is really good
and efficient to decrease the data size, increase the transfer
rate and provide the protection at the time of
communication. [2]
The breaks of data is a most common and huge
problem because of laptops stolen issues. The resolutions
are able to protect the important files on laptops but not as
much easy to deploy due to the users which are not
convenient. This is a finest way to determine the
techniques to offer a modest system to be safe by
encrypting the files on laptops. Users watch that only a few
numbers of individuals have sensitive information. Rather
than protecting all of the user’s files, it secure user
designated sensitive files that are rarely accessed outside of
specified trusted locations. Our approach is to use
information and services available only in a trusted
location to assist in key derivation without user
involvement and without authenticating the laptop to any
outside service. They study two settings: home use where
zero management overhead is needed (i.e., a “plug-andplay” solution) and a corporate setting where staff
management of a whitelist of acceptable devices allows a
higher level of security. They have implemented both
systems and found automatic key derivation introduces a
five second delay during the initial access to sensitive files.
[18]
VI. PROPOSED WORK
This section is handling two things. First Algorithm and
second Flow chart.
Step 1. Calculate Random Number by adding ascii value of
all the characters of a Key and than perform mod
operations on the result by key length

Asymmetric Encryption
This type of encryption is really safe and simple
which is utilized to encrypt the information at the time of
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int RN = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < Key.Length; i++)
{
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RN += (int)Key[i];
}
RN = RN % Key.Length*7;

Step 2. Now, Convert the key into 7 bit binary format
Key = con_binary_7(Key);
Step 3. Next generate Different keys equal to
Key_Length/2 by xoring all the bits by bit (random number
+ key number position) ahead.
for (int q = 0; q < 1 + kl / 2; q++)
{
Key1[q] = R_Ran_xorbits(Key, RN + q);
}

Figure 4: Flow chart of proposed system

Step 4. Now, divide the plaintext equal to key length
chunks and than xor each chunk by all keys by first
converting plaintext into 7 bit binary format. If the last
chunk is not equal to key length than make key equal to
last chunk length and do the same.
for (int i = 0; i < PlainText.Length; i += kl)
{
if (PlainText.Substring(i).Length < kl)
{
PT = con_binary_7(PlainText.Substring(i));
Key = Key.Substring(0, PT.Length);
for (int q = 0; q < 1 + kl / 2; q++)
{
Key1[q] = Key1[q].Substring(0,
PT.Length);
}
}
else
{
PT = con_binary_7(PlainText.Substring(i,
kl));
}
PT = xor(PT, Key);
for (int q = 0; q < 1 + kl / 2; q++)
{
PT = xor(PT, Key1[q]);
}
CipherText += (PT);
}
Step 5. Convert the resultant cipher text in to 8 bit
character format.

Figure 5: Proposed Flow Chart

VII. RESULT ANALYSIS
System Configuration
Researchers have performed the encryption of the
various data of different length. The system on which these
iterations have be performed is having following
configuration as shown in table 1.
Table 1: System

Result Parameter
In cryptography, the avalanche effect refers to an
attractive property of block ciphers and cryptographic hash
functions algorithms.
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plain text, in all four case proposed technique producing
higher avalanche effect.
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